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Abstract: As the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) is widely used in all walks of life,
the signal structure of satellite navigation is open, and the vulnerability to spoofing attacks is also
becoming increasingly prominent, which will seriously affect the credibility of navigation, positioning,
and timing (PNT) services. Satellite navigation signal authentication technology is an emerging
technical means of improving civil signal anti-spoofing on the satellite navigation system side, and it
is also an important development direction and research focus of the GNSS. China plans to carry out
the design and development of the next-generation Beidou navigation satellite system (BDS), and
one of its core goals is to provide more secure and credible PNT services. This paper first expounds
on the principles and technical architecture of satellite navigation signal authentication, then clarifies
the development history of satellite navigation signal authentication, and finally proposes the BDS
authentication service system architecture. It will provide technical support for the construction and
development of the follow-up Beidou authentication service.

Keywords: satellite navigation; Beidou navigation satellite system; credible navigation; signal
authentication; anti-spoofing

1. Introduction

With the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) being widely used in power
grids, finance, transportation and communication networks, and other livelihoods and
key infrastructures, human life is becoming increasingly dependent on the navigation,
positioning, and timing (PNT) services provided by satellite navigation [1]. However, the
structure of satellite navigation signals is open, and there is a security risk of spoofing
attacks, which makes the credibility of GNSS services increasingly prominent [2]. In recent
years, GNSS spoofing incidents have occurred frequently [3,4]. How to solve the problem
of the anti-spoofing of GNSS services and improve the credibility of user PNT services will
be an important developmental direction in the future.

For the GNSS anti-spoofing problem, the common method is to add more sensors [5,6],
more antennas, and more complex algorithms [7,8] into the user terminal to improve the
user’s anti-spoofing ability. Satellite navigation signal authentication technology is an
anti-spoofing technology on the GNSS system side [9]. By adding cryptographic markers to
satellite navigation signals, the receiver can verify whether the satellite navigation signals
are from real satellites and whether the signals/messages have been tampered with [10].
At present, the construction of four major global navigation satellite systems has been
completed. The addition of navigation signal authentication services requires appropriate
modifications to the existing satellite navigation systems. On the one hand, it involves
the existing system architecture, Interface Control Document (ICD), and cryptographic
standards of various countries, and it is necessary to take into account the existing system
design. On the other hand, GNSS has been applied on a large scale, and the navigation
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signal authentication service cannot affect the existing navigation and positioning service.
The Galileo System announced the navigation authentication service plan in 2016, providing
Open Service Navigation Message Authentication (OSNMA) [11,12] at the Galileo-E1B.
The test signals are now available, and formal services will be provided in 2023 [13].
The Japanese Quasi-Zenith Satellite System (QZSS) [14] and the Navigation with Indian
Constellation (NavIC) [15] have both performed the on-orbit testing and verification of
navigation message authentication technology. In addition, the United States has proposed
the concept of Chips Message Robust Authentication (CHIMERA), and plans to carry out
technology tests in 2023 on Navigation Technology Satellite-3 (NTS-3) [16].

In view of anti-spoofing, EU scholars summarized the technical methods of signal
authentication in 2017, evaluated different authentication protocols, and looked forward to
the authentication services of the GNSS system in the future [17]. In 2021, The Resilience
Technical Subgroup of the U.S.-EU Working Group C (WGC-RESSG) summarized the
existing the Satellite-Based Augmentation System (SBAS) authentication protocol, in order
to add SBAS message authentication in the next version of the Dual Frequency Multi
Constellation (DFMC) standard [18]. China’s Beidou navigation satellite system (BDS)
has completed the system construction in 2020 [19], and plans to conduct the design and
development of the next-generation Beidou navigation system in 2022. One of its core
goals is to provide more secure and credible PNT services [20]. The main contribution of
this article is to design a service architecture for next-generation BDS authentication and
analyze the corresponding technical challenges.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 expounds the principles and technical
architecture of satellite navigation signal authentication and focuses on the analysis of the
satellite navigation signal authentication technology and navigation message authentica-
tion protocol, as well as the new capabilities brought by the navigation signal authentication
service. Section 3 sorts out the development process of satellite navigation signal authenti-
cation technology from the three stages. Section 4 designs the BDS authentication service
system architecture, and puts forward the technical challenges faced from the aspects
of security, key management, authentication system design, authentication performance
evaluation, etc., which will provide technical support for the construction and development
of the BDS authentication service system. The conclusions of this research are in Section 5.

2. Principles and Technical Architecture of the Satellite Navigation
Signal Authentication

Satellite navigation signal authentication uses cryptographic methods to improve the
anti-spoofing of civil GNSS signals and provides users with more credible PNT services.
First of all, this section introduces the principle of satellite navigation signal authentication.
Then, it describes the technical architecture of navigation signal authentication based on
space segment, ground section and user segment, Finally, it analyzes the new capabili-
ties brought by satellite navigation signal authentication, as well as the advantages and
limitations in anti-spoofing.

2.1. Principles

Satellite navigation signal authentication technology aims to add encrypted authen-
tication marks to satellite navigation signals to prevent satellite navigation signals from
GNSS spoofing attacks. It is a new GNSS anti-spoofing technology that combines in-
formation security and navigation signal design. The sender (navigation satellite) uses
cryptography technology to generate an “authentication symbol”, which is embedded in
the existing satellite navigation signal and broadcast to users. The receiver (GNSS user
terminal) verifies the “authentication symbol” to confirm whether the received naviga-
tion signal is from a real satellite in orbit, and whether the navigation message has been
forged or tampered with [21]. Satellite navigation signal authentication technology has the
following characteristics:
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(1) One-way broadcast.

The satellite navigation signal uses the navigation satellite broadcast signal to provide
PNT services for terrestrial users, and its signal characteristics have the characteristics of
one-way broadcast. Therefore, satellite navigation signal authentication technology should
be based on the broadcast system authentication framework.

(2) Signal disclosure transmission.

Satellite navigation signals use the public signal structure to broadcast signals, and
their signal authentication needs to have the characteristics of public signal transmission.

(3) Compatible with existing signal structure.

The authentication of satellite navigation signals will not affect existing GNSS services,
so its authentication signal design should be compatible with an existing signal structure.

2.1.1. Satellite Navigation Signal Authentication Type

Satellite navigation signals include the carrier, pseudocodes, and message. The newly
added authentication mark can be added to the navigation message [22] and spreading
spectrum codes [23]. Figure 1 shows the generation of the navigation message including
authentication message and the spreading spectrum code including authentication code.
Therefore, the satellite navigation signal authentication type is divided into Navigation
Message Authentication (NMA) and Spreading Code Authentication (SCA) [24].
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(1) NMA

NMA uses message bit-level authentication to realize navigation source authentication.
Its advantage is that the modification of the existing signal system is small and the signal
modulation method is not changed—it is just used to upgrade the software of the user re-
ceiver. The engineering realization cost is small. The Galileo E1 OSNMA structure is shown
in Figure 2. Galileo reserved a 40-bit message in the early ICD, and the ICD announced in
2021 clarified that the 40-bit message is the navigation authentication message [25].

(2) SCA

SCA adopts the characteristics of unpredictable authentication spreading chips, and
implements authentication processing in the power domain, which can provide spoofing
protection in the pseudorange domain. The typical SCA is the CHIMERA signal, as shown
in Figure 3. Based on the TMBOC (Time-Multiplexed Binary Offset Carrier) signal, the 1 ms
sector is divided into 31 segments via a combination of time division and time hopping,
and different authentication channels (fast channel and slow channel) are assigned for each
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segment. The authentication codes are randomly replaced for 29 BOC(1,1) in each segment
of 33 chips, and the 4 BOC(6,1) chips are never modified [26].
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Figure 2. GALILEO NMA message structure [25]. 
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Compared with NMA, SCA can provide spoofing protection in the pseudorange do-
main, and it has higher security. However, the SCA authentication chip needs to be delayed
to the user receiver; the receiver needs to buffer the sampled data so the implementation
cost of the receiver is relatively costly. Table 1 shows the comparison of NMA and SCA.

Table 1. Comparison of NMA and SCA.

Type Indicators Receiver Processing Feature

NMA [25] Galileo-OSNMA
Time Between Authentication: 10 s

Message bit authentication
using Message Authentication

Code (MAC)

The project implementation is
less difficult, the security level
is not as good as SCA, and it
can be processed in real time

at the terminal.

SCA [26]

NTS3-CHIMERA
Time Between Authentication for

slow channel: 180 s
Time Between Authentication for

fast channel: 1.5 s or 6 s

Power Domain
Authentication Using

Sampled Data for Spreading
Code Correlation Processing

The pseudorange can be
authenticated. The

authentication requires data
caching, and the project

implementation is costly.

2.1.2. Satellite Navigation Message Authentication Type

The navigation message authentication protocol includes Digital Signatures (DS) and
the Timed Efficient Stream Loss-Tolerant Authentication (TESLA).

Digital signatures are implemented based on asymmetric cryptography (also known
as public key cryptography). The sender uses the private key to sign the message, and the
receiver uses the public key to verify the signature of the message [27]. Digital signatures
commonly use the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA), which has the
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characteristics of high security and complex algorithm strength. In addition, European
scholars proposed EC Schnorr’s digital signature algorithm [18]. The digital signature
schematic is shown in Figure 4 below.
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The TESLA protocol is a broadcast authentication protocol that can be applied to
satellite navigation broadcast signals with limited bandwidth [28,29]. The TESLA protocol,
designed by Perring et al., is an MAC-based broadcast authentication protocol [30,31]. The
protocol uses a symmetric cryptography method, and the key is to use the delayed key
release to ensure the security of the broadcast key.

The TESLA protocol generates a set of keychains through the hash function. The
generation order of the keychain is Keyi, Keyi−1, . . . , Key1, Key0, while the keychain system
uses Key0, Key1, . . . , Keyi−1, Keyi. The advantage is that when the key is not received
or not received at a certain moment, the key can be obtained via the key hash of the
subsequent epoch. Then, according to the key Keyi and the navigation message Mi at
the current moment, the Hash-based Message Authentication Code (HMAC) algorithm
is used to generate the message authentication code MACi. The GNSS system broadcasts
the navigation message Mi, the message authentication code MACi, and the Keyi−1 of the
previous epoch to the user; that is, the symmetric key used to generate the MAC is sent
after the broadcast MAC is delayed by δ time. The user receives the GNSS message Mi for
storage and the delayed symmetric key Keyi, then generates delay MAC′i , and compares
it with the MACi of the GNSS broadcast. If the two are consistent, the authentication is
passed. Key chain generation and the key usage of TESLA are shown in Figure 5 below.
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Compared with the ECDSA algorithm, TESLA has a lower computational load and
communication load, and is suitable for satellite navigation systems with limited message
bandwidth. TESLA’s one-way keychain generation and transmission improve the stability
of authentication services. ECDSA has a variety of international standards, and the imple-
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mentation process is simple, but ECDSA occupies more data bits. The comparison between
TESLA and the digital signature is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Comparison of TESLA and ECDSA.

Protocol Cryptographic
Algorithm

Calculated
Amount

Authentication
Information
Truncation

Key Distribution
Requirements

Key Length under
the Same Security

Level

TESLA
[28–31] Hash, HMAC Small Yes Yes Short

DS [18,27] DS Big No No Long

2.2. Technical Architecture

The satellite navigation system consists of the space segment, ground segment, and
user segment. Based on the existing satellite navigation system, the satellite navigation
signal authentication will be extended to the space segment, the ground segment, the user
terminal, and the network auxiliary segment. The space segment adds the authentication
spreading code/authentication messages to the broadcast downlink satellite navigation sig-
nal, the user segment authenticates the received satellite navigation signal, and the network
auxiliary segment uses the communication base station (terrestrial communication/satellite
communication) to provide network auxiliary authentication information. If there is a
GNSS spoofing signal in the actual environment, the user segment can identify whether the
current signal is a spoofing signal through the authentication of the message/spreading
spectrum code. The architecture of the satellite navigation signal authentication is shown
in Figure 6.
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2.3. Incremental Capability

Navigation signal authentication technology will bring a new service to the GNSS,
which neither improves the accuracy nor augments the integrity and continuity, just fo-
cuses on improving the anti-spoofing capability of GNSS civil signals to provide users
with more credible PNT services. Signal authentication is a system-side anti-spoof tech-
nology which can resist generative spoofing. The orange part in Figure 7 represents the
incremental capability.
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(1) Anti-spoofing method

The anti-spoofing capability can be divided into system-side and user-side anti-
spoofing technology according to the anti-spoofing method. The system-side anti-spoofing
technology provides signal services with anti-spoofing capability, including navigation
encryption signal technology [32] and navigation signal authentication technology [17].
The user-side anti-spoofing technology includes the direction of arrival (DOA) detection
based on multi-array antennas [7,8], multiple correlation peaks [33,34], signal power [35,36],
Doppler consistency [37,38], baseband processing algorithms, and the auxiliary information
of external sensors [4,5]. Table 3 lists the comparison of the common anti-spoof algorithms.
Compared with the existing user-side anti-spoofing algorithms, navigation signal authenti-
cation has a better anti-spoofing effect.

(2) Anti-spoofing capability

According to the GNSS cheating attacker type, it is divided into generated spoofing
and meaconing. The anti-spoofing effect of the satellite navigation signal authentication is
detailed, as shown in Table 4 [17].

Generated spoofing means that the attacker generates a spoofing signal with the exact
same structure as the real GNSS signal [39], which utilizes the known vulnerabilities of
the civilian signal ICD to generate a false GNSS spoofing signal and broadcast it to the
target receiver. The prerequisite for satellite navigation signal authentication is that the
spoofing attacker cannot break the cryptographic algorithm, so that the authentication mes-
sage/spreading code cannot be forged. Therefore, satellite navigation signal authentication
can solve the generative spoofing attack to civilian users.

Meaconing means that the attacker receives the navigation signal [40], performing
proper delay and power amplification on the real GNSS signal, and then broadcasts the
meaconing signal to the target receiver. The meaconing does not change the message
and spreading code, so the satellite navigation signal authentication effect is not good for
this method.
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Table 3. Comparison of common anti-spoofing algorithms.

Anti-Spoofing Method Description Effect

Navigation signal encryption [32] Encrypted signals serve authorized users, making it difficult
for attackers to predict signals High

Navigation signal authentication [17] It is difficult for spoofed attackers to predict the
authentication message/spreading code High

DOA detection based on multi-array
antennas [7,8]

The spoofing signal is generally emitted from a single
transmitting antenna, and its satellites come from the same
direction, while the real satellites of the signal come from

different directions

High

Multiple correlation peaks [33,34]
The superposition of the spoofed signal and the real signal
will bring multiple correlation peaks, and it will also cause

distortion of the correlation peaks
Medium

Signal power [35,36] The spoofing signal has more power, and the signal power
changes during the spoofing implementation Medium

Doppler consistency [37,38] It is difficult for spoofing signals to keep the carrier Doppler
shift consistent with the pseudocode Doppler shift Medium

Auxiliary information of external
sensors [4,5]

Spoofing signals cannot deceive sensors such as inertial
navigation, chip-scale atomic clocks, and lidar High

Table 4. Signal authentication anti-spoofing effect [17].

Spoofing NMA SCA

Generated spoofing

Primary generated spoofing (low-cost software
radio or commercial signal simulator) High High

Intermediate generated spoofing (receive GNSS
signal first and then generate spoofing signal) High High

SCER Low High/Medium

Advanced generated spoofing (multiple
intermediate generative spoofing) High/Medium High

Meaconing

Simple meaconing (same delay for each
satellite channel) Low Low

Multichannel meaconing (the delay of each
satellite channel is inconsistent) Low Low

In addition to the above two common spoofing methods, Security Code Estimation
and Replay (SCER) [41] has also been proposed in recent years. This method is to receive
the real signal and estimate the encrypted or authenticated message in real time as much
as possible. Then, the encrypted or authenticated message in the signal is reassembled
and sent. SCER predicts the authentication message based on the security code estimation
method, which is effective for security codes with a low symbol rate (navigation message),
but less effective for security codes with a high symbol rate (spreading code).

3. Development History of Navigation Signal Authentication Technology

Satellite navigation signal authentication technology has undergone three stages of
development: concept, technical research, technical trials, and on-orbit testing.

3.1. Concept

The concept of satellite navigation signal authentication was first proposed in the re-
port, “Vulnerability Assessment of Transportation Infrastructure Based on GPS”, issued by
the Center for Transportation Systems in the United States in 2001, which comprehensively
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studied the anti-jamming and anti-spoofing methods of the Global Positioning System
(GPS) and proposed several strategies to mitigate GPS spoofing. Although the report
believes that “the best anti-spoofing technology will be based on the multiantenna array
measurement method”, it proposes an anti-spoofing method for encrypted authentication
signals for the first time [42].

3.2. Technical Research

Research on satellite navigation signal authentication technology focuses on the GNSS,
SBAS, and the high-precision augmentation system.

• GNSS

In 2003, Logan Scott of the United States first proposed the concept of civil GPS and
Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS) signal authentication by adding encrypted
content to the message and spreading code of the GPS/WAAS signal to protect it from
spoofing attacks. Three authentication methods are further defined: navigation message
authentication, public spreading code authentication, and private spreading code authen-
tication [43]. Along with the design and demonstration of the Galileo system, European
scholar Pozzobon put forward the concept of providing navigation authentication services
in the Galileo system and the potential market for Galileo navigation authentication in
2004 [44]. In 2005, Pozzobon further proposed the DS and TESLA protocol of NMA, and
conducted the simulation experiment of message authentication [45]. At the same time,
European Kuhn proposed a navigation authentication design that hides the encrypted
signal in the thermal noise signal [46], and the receiver caches the pending authentication
to verify after receiving the key. Since 2012, Andrew of the University of Texas has used
GPS L2C and L5 signals to carry out NMA message design and has proposed a hybrid
scheme based on ECDSA and TESLA [47]. Since 2019, relevant Chinese scholars have also
carried out technical research on message authentication protocols [48,49] and spreading
code authentication protocols for BDS-2 and BDS-3 [50,51].

• SBAS

In 2016, the European Union launched the EAST (EGNOS Authentication Security
Test-bed) project, which aims to evaluate the SBAS authentication scheme and its impact on
SBAS performance [52]. In 2019, the Elasticity Technology Group of US-EU Joint Working
team jointly promoted the European Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service (EGNOS),
WAAS, and other SBAS systems to provide navigation message authentication services [26],
carried out ECDSA-I, ECDSA-Q, TESLA-I, and TESLA-Q simulation, and plans to add the
message authentication service to the future DFMC standard [53]. In 2021, the United States,
Europe, and Japan jointly launched the standardization of SBAS message authentication,
and Stanford University in the United States designed the authentication message and
Over the Air Rekeying (OTAR) parameters [54,55]. In 2021, China launched the Beidou
Satellite-Based Augmentation System (BDSBAS) navigation message authentication design
based on the Chinese commercial cryptographic standard [56,57]. In 2022, Europe and
the United States submitted the first draft of the Standards and Recommended Practices
(SARP) for SBAS authentication to promote SBAS authentication services, which involves
the SBAS-L1 and SBAS-L5 frequencies.

• High-Precision Augmentation System

For GNSS high-precision authentication services, Japanese scholars demonstrated the
Precise Point Positioning-Real Time Kinematic (PPP-RTK) authentication service design of
the QZSS Centimeter Level Augmentation Service (CLAS) at the Institute of Navigation, in
2019 [58]. The CLAS adopts the message authentication method based on the TESLA proto-
col. Subsequently, in 2021, the ESA proposed a framework for providing authentication
services in Galileo High Accuracy Service (HAS) [59], and evaluated the performances of
two authentication protocols, digital signature and TESLA.
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3.3. Technical Trials and On-Orbit Tests

• Galileo

In 2017, the European Union officially announced that Galileo will provide navigation
authentication services. The E1 frequency (E1B) provides the OSNMA, and the E6 frequency
provides the commercial service authentication [60]. At the end of 2021, the ESA officially
announced that Galileo’s public signal message authentication service OSNMA provides
testing services. Galileo adopts cross-authentication technology. In addition to broadcasting
its own satellite authentication messages, it also broadcasts other satellite authentication
messages, which will improve the authentication efficiency of the entire constellation. The
service will be officially provided in 2023 [61–63].

• GPS

In 2018, the United States officially announced that the CHIMERA signal would be
broadcast on the NTS-3 satellite. The signal is based on the GPS-L1C signal and adopts a
combined NMA and SCA authentication signal design. On the basis of NMA, an unpre-
dictable chip is added to the spreading code of the civil signal, and the receiver checks the
unpredictable code position and level of the spreading code to verify the authenticity of the
spreading code. The security of the pseudorange measurement process is improved [16,64].

• QZSS

Since 2018, a team from the University of Tokyo in Japan has used the QZSS L1S
signal to carry out satellite navigation signal authentication design and on-orbit testing.
It adopted digital signature-based message authentication technology to carry out GPS
L1C/A message and Galileo message authentication tests [14].

• NavIC

In 2022, India announced the progress of NavIC signal authentication on-orbit testing
at the International Committee on Global Navigation Satellite Systems (ICG) conference. It
adopted message authentication technology based on the TESLA protocol and carried out
message authentication tests based on L5 and S frequency [15].

Table 5 shows the status of signal authentication for the GNSS system. At present,
the main GNSS suppliers carry out satellite navigation signal authentication research and
construction to augment the capability of the national satellite navigation system based on
their respective satellite navigation systems (the European Union for the Galileo E1 and E6
signals, the United States for the GPS L1C BOC signals, Japan for the QZSS L1 signals, and
India for the NavIC signals).

Table 5. Status of GNSS signal authentication.

System Service Type Signal Authentication
Type

Authentication
Protocol Status

Galileo

Open service [61,62] E1 NMA TESLA On-orbit testing

Authorization service [63] E6 SCE + SCA — On-orbit testing

PPP-RTK service [59] E6 NMA TESLA or ECDSA Simulation
verification

GPS Open service [16,64] L1C NMA + SCA ECDSA Simulation
verification

QZSS
Open service [14] L1 NMA ECDSA On-orbit testing

PPP-RTK service [58] L6 NMA TESLA On-orbit testing

NavIC Open service [15] L5, S NMA TESLA On-orbit testing

SBAS Open service [52–57] SBAS-L1
SBAS-L5 NMA TESLA Simulation

verification
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4. Key Technologies and Challenges for the Construction of the Authentication
Service System for the BDS

From the perspective of BDS signal authentication system construction, the authen-
tication architecture for BDS is proposed and it is discussed from the aspects of security,
key management, authentication system design, authentication performance evaluation
technology, and terminal authentication processing technology.

4.1. Authentication Architecture for BDS

Facing the construction of the next-generation BDS, a BDS signal authentication
service system is built that integrates high–medium–low mixed constellation, and standard
positioning service and augmented services. The architecture is shown in Figure 8. The
BDS medium orbit and high orbit broadcasts navigation and augmentation signals, and
adds signal authentication functions in the existing signal system framework to provide
message integrity and signal source identity verification capabilities; low-orbit satellites can
broadcast both navigation signals and communication signals. Its navigation authentication
signal is similar to that of the medium and high orbits, and the communication signal
has a two-way communication link with the terminal, which can provide large-capacity
communication resources.
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Beidou navigation satellites will provide both navigation message authentication and
a spreading code authentication service; BDSBAS will provide message authentication.
Low-orbit navigation augmentation satellites can broadcast navigation ranging signals, and
high-precision navigation messages, and transmit communication signals. Thus, on the one
hand, the low-orbit navigation satellite provides two-way communication authentication,
and on the other hand, it assists the BDS satellites or the BDSBAS satellites to complete the
broadcast signal authentication and realize positioning authentication based on the spot
beam. In addition, a third-party navigation signal authentication service can be provided
using the terrestrial communication network.
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4.2. Security

The security of its authentication service is the prerequisite of satellite navigation sig-
nal authentication. The security refers to the ability to deal with spoofing attacks, which can
be divided into two types according to the attack methods: one is to directly crack the cryp-
tographic algorithm, which involves the security of the cryptographic algorithm itself; the
other is to predict or estimate the authentication security code (authentication message or
authentication spreading code), which involves the security of the authentication protocol.

(1) Cryptographic Algorithm Security

A cryptographic algorithm is a specific rule that uses a key to transform information
into plaintext and ciphertext. Navigation signal authentication involves cryptographic algo-
rithms, including digital signature algorithms, hash algorithms, and encryption algorithms.
The security of cryptographic algorithms is determined by the length of the cryptographic
algorithm key. For example, these include the ECDSA-P256, SHA256, AES128, and other
cryptographic algorithms promulgated by the National Institute of Standards and Technol-
ogy (NIST) [65,66]; and the SM2 public key cryptography algorithm, the SM3 cryptographic
hash algorithm, and SM4 block cipher algorithm of the Chinese commercial cryptography
standard [67–70].

The existing navigation signal authentication adopts the authentication protocol based
on the cryptographic algorithm. For example, the navigation message authentication
protocol includes the digital signature and the TESLA. The security of the digital signature
algorithm is guaranteed by standard algorithms, such as ECDSA, SM2, etc. The security of
the TESLA protocol involves a digital signature algorithm, message authentication code
algorithm, and hash algorithm. The existing cryptographic algorithm standards all meet
the security requirements.

With the continuous progress of quantum computing technology and quantum algo-
rithms, more powerful attack methods are provided for key breaking. The well-known
Shor quantum algorithm and Grover quantum algorithm pose a threat to the security of
classical cryptosystems, especially for public key cryptosystems based on mathematical
problems such as the factorization of large numbers and discrete logarithms, which have
brought about unprecedented challenges. Table 6 shows the impact of quantum computers
on classical cryptography.

Table 6. The impact of quantum computers on classical cryptography.

Cryptographic Algorithm Type Functional Quantum Computing Impact

AES, SM4 [66,70] Symmetric cipher Encryption and decryption Need to increase key length

SHA-2, SHA-3, SM3 [27,69] Hash Hash Function Need to increase
output length

RSA, ECDSA, DSA, SM2
[27,65,67,68] Public key cryptography Digital signature, key

distribution No longer safe

Therefore, considering the security of the BDS signal authentication cryptographic
algorithm, how to choose the appropriate cryptographic algorithm, cryptographic security
level and key update cycle while taking into account new future cryptographic algorithms,
such as post-quantum cryptography to resist future quantum computing attacks will
become an important direction of future research.

(2) Authentication Protocol Security

The satellite navigation signal adopts a one-way broadcast signal system, and its
authentication protocol includes an asymmetric cryptosystem and TESLA [71].

The authentication protocol based on an asymmetric cryptographic system uses CA
(Certification Authority) digital certificate to achieve identity authentication, and asymmet-
ric cryptographic algorithm to realize message authentication. Authentication protocols
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are determined by asymmetric cryptographic algorithms, such as the ECDSA algorithm
and the EC Schnorr algorithm, which is determined by cryptographic algorithm and key
management security.

The TESLA protocol implements identity authentication based on CA digital cer-
tificates and implements message authentication based on a symmetric cryptographic
algorithm combined with delayed key transmission. It requires that certain time synchro-
nization requirements must be met between the satellite and the terminal. Attacks against
the TESLA protocol include attacks on the keychain (such as keychain pre-computation
attacks, keychain brute force attacks, and keychain replay attacks), message authentication
code brute force attacks, and time synchronization attacks on transceivers. The security of
TESLA protocol consists of TESLA key and MAC truncation length, TESLA keychain length
(the replacement keychain period), and TESLA time synchronization requirements. Table 7
shows the security design of the TESLA protocol of a typical satellite navigation system.

Table 7. Security design of TESLA protocol for typical satellite navigation system.

System Key Length MAC Length Keychain
Update Cycle

Time Synchro-
nization

Requirements

Galileo [13] 128 bits 40 bits 168 h (1 week) ≤30 s

SBAS-BigMAC [28] 30 bits 115 bits - need

SBAS-LittleMAC [28] 30 bits 15 bit - need

NavIC [15] 116 bits 30 bits - ≤48 s

Therefore, considering the security of the BDS signal authentication protocol; bal-
ancing TESLA key; MAC truncation length; TESLA keychain length (replacement of the
keychain period) and building a time synchronization, trusted mechanism will be one of
the important directions of future research. In addition, the security of providing two-
way communication authentication based on low-orbit navigation satellites also needs to
be studied.

4.3. Design and Analysis of a Public Key Infrastructure for BDS Data Authentication
Key Management

Key management involves the management process of the key life cycle, such as key
generation, distribution, update and revocation. It is also related to the administrative
management system of keys. The functions of key management are as follows: Firstly,
when using authentication services, a chain of trust for keys needs to be built. Secondly,
keys are regularly replaced to prevent them from being intercepted and exploited by mali-
cious attackers. Thirdly, when keys are leaked, they can be changed in time. Considering
one-way communication and the small bandwidth of satellite broadcasting, the key man-
agement scheme includes three-level key management based on a Merkle tree, two-level
key management based on ECDSA, and three-level key management based on the TESLA
protocol. The details are shown in Table 8.
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Table 8. Key management scheme.

System Key Management First-Level Second-Level Third-Level Receiver Built-In
Key

Galileo [25,26]
Three-level scheme

based on the
Merkle tree

Merkle tree
root key TESLA public key TESLA shared key Built-in Merkle

tree root key

SBAS [72]
Second-level

scheme based on
ECDSA

CA public key

Message
authentication

public and
private key

– Built-in CA
public key

SBAS [72]
Three-level scheme

based on TESLA
protocol

CA public key TESLA public key TESLA shared key Built-in CA
public key

(1) Three-level key management based on a Merkle tree.

Key management needs to build a chain of trust to ensure the authenticity of the key.
Galileo OSNMA adopts the key management scheme based on a Merkle tree, and initially
completes the on-orbit test [61,62]. The third-level key is the TESLA key, the second-level
key is the TESLA public key to authenticate the root key, and the first-level key is the
Merkle tree root, as shown in Figure 9.
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(2) Second-level key management based on ECDSA.

The ECDSA scheme is an alternative scheme for SBAS authentication, and its key
management scheme adopts second-level key management. The second-level keys are the
public and private keys for message authentication, and the first-level key is the system CA
public key [72]. The scheme is as shown in Figure 10.
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(3) Three-level key management based on TESLA.

The TESLA protocol is an alternative scheme for SBAS authentication, and its key
management scheme adopts three-level key management. The third-level key is the TESLA
key, the second-level key is the TESLA public key to authenticate the root key, and the
first-level key is the CA public key [72]. The scheme is as shown in Figure 11.
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The key management for the BDS signal authentication service involves a series of 
technical challenges: one is to design a corresponding hierarchical key system for different 
authentication protocols, and the selection of a key hierarchical management structure is 
closely related to its application scenarios; the other is to research the key distribution 
scheme combining different methods such as over-the-air key update, receiver built-in, 
and network distribution to simplify the key distribution process under the premise of 
ensuring security; the third challenge is a key distribution strategy and optimization al-
gorithm and the fourth challenge is the key revocation policy in the case of key leakage. 

4.4. Authentication Mechanism 
The authentication mechanism design includes navigation message authentication 

and navigation spreading code authentication. 
(1) Navigation message authentication. 

The design of navigation message authentication needs to have the following char-
acteristics: firstly, the authentication message is compatible with the existing message for-
mat of BDS and its augmentation system. Secondly, the authentication message can meet 
the characteristics of a one-way broadcast of Beidou navigation signals and low message 
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The key management for the BDS signal authentication service involves a series of
technical challenges: one is to design a corresponding hierarchical key system for different
authentication protocols, and the selection of a key hierarchical management structure
is closely related to its application scenarios; the other is to research the key distribution
scheme combining different methods such as over-the-air key update, receiver built-in, and
network distribution to simplify the key distribution process under the premise of ensuring
security; the third challenge is a key distribution strategy and optimization algorithm and
the fourth challenge is the key revocation policy in the case of key leakage.

4.4. Authentication Mechanism

The authentication mechanism design includes navigation message authentication
and navigation spreading code authentication.

(1) Navigation message authentication.

The design of navigation message authentication needs to have the following char-
acteristics: firstly, the authentication message is compatible with the existing message
format of BDS and its augmentation system. Secondly, the authentication message can meet
the characteristics of a one-way broadcast of Beidou navigation signals and low message
bandwidth. Thirdly, Chinese cryptographic standards should be selected as the priority for
being independent and controllable.

• BDS

The standard positioning service of BDS includes B1C and B2a. Taking BDS B1C as
an example [73,74], the authentication message bits are reserved in advance for Galileo E1,
and B1C needs to design a new authentication message frame—subframe 3 adds page 5.
The B1C message frame broadcast period is 18 s, and the authentication period is 90 s,
which is much longer than the Galileo authentication period (10 to 30 s). The Beidou
constellation adopts the cross-authentication method and the authentication message frame
offsets the transmission mechanism, which is expected to increase the authentication period
to 18 s. The cross-authentication method is that Beidou satellites not only provide their
own authentication information, but they also provide the authentication information of
adjacent satellites. The authentication message frame offset transmission mechanism refers
to the time-sharing broadcast of each satellite message authentication frame (subframe 3,
page 5); that is, each satellite broadcasts a different message frame at the same time, which
is different from the existing Beidou satellite broadcast strategy. There are huge challenges
from the perspective of project implementation. The details of the authentication message
offset transmission are as follows in Figure 12.
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• BDSBAS

BDSBAS message authentication needs to meet the relevant documents of the Inter-
national Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) [52]. At present, it has been designated as
a TESLA authentication scheme internationally, and it plans to provide authentication
services at the SBAS L1 and L5 frequency in the future [54,55]. The addition of the SBAS
authentication design is limited by the constraints imposed by SARPs on the authentication
system. The SBAS message format is shown in Figure 13.
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(2) Spreading Code Authentication.

The spreading code authentication is constructed by adding an unpredictable spreading
code to the spreading code sequence. Figure 3 is a GPS CHIMERA authentication spreading
code design [24], and the Beidou navigation spreading code authentication design needs to
have the following requirements: First, it can be compatible with the existing Beidou signal
structure and will not affect the existing signal processing. Second, it is designed to take
into account both fast channel authentication and slow channel authentication.

4.5. Authentication Performance Evaluation

The authentication performance evaluation results represent the service performance
of the BDS authentication service. It is necessary to build a complete authentication
performance indicator system to comprehensively represent the security, robustness, au-
thentication, and other performances of the authentication service. The authentication
performance indicators are shown in Figure 14.
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(1) Security.

Security describes the ability to resist spoofing attacks, including key length, key
security level, key management and authentication protocols [71]. The NMA is embodied
in the unpredictable message bit/symbol, and the SCA is embodied in the unpredictable
spreading code, that is, the entropy of the authentication signal.

(2) Robustness.

Robustness describes the maximum bit error rate or signal distortion that can be
tolerated under channel transmission [21]. The NMA is reflected in the maximum message
bit error rate, which will lead to the failure of the entire frame of message authentication;
the SCA is embodied in the maximum signal distortion, which will cause signal correlation
peak attenuation, resulting in missed alarms and false alarms in authentication.

(3) Authentication.

Authentication describes the ability of the receiver to perform message/spreading
code authentication, including the time between authentication, authentication latency,
time to first authentication, and authentication time to detect [18], etc.

(4) Other indicators.

Other indicators include communication overhead, data loss tolerance, the scalability
of key management, and receiver requirements. Communication overhead refers to the
communication bandwidth required for authentication messages/spreading codes; data
loss tolerance refers to the ability to restore authentication services or to minimize service
impact in the event of data loss; the scalability of key management refers to being faced
with the scalability of key distribution, storage, and update under a large number of users;
receiver requirements refer to the cost of additional authentication services for receivers,
such as SCA, which will increase receiver storage resources.

4.6. Terminal Processing

Since the authentication message/spreading code lags behind the to-be-authenticated
signal, there is a risk of spoofing attacks during this time. Terminal processing technology
refers to how the user terminal handles the authentication signal.

(1) Message Authentication Processing.

Taking SBAS navigation message authentication as an example, SBAS requires the
integrity alarm time to be 6 s, and the authentication message will lag the integrity mes-
sage [28,53]. The authentication MAC will be delayed by at least 1 s, and the key corre-
sponding to the MAC will be delayed by 6 s. For terminal processing, it is faced with the
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problem of whether to perform authentication processing or to use integrity first. Authenti-
cation first will cause the integrity alarm to time out. If the integrity is used first, the user’s
integrity parameter may be forged. Therefore, the processing of message authentication is
still a problem that needs to be studied.

(2) Spreading Code Authentication Processing.

Compared with the navigation message authentication process, which stores only
the navigation message, the spreading code authentication process needs to buffer the
signal sample data [16,63]. Taking the CHIMERA signal as an example, slow channel
authentication needs to cache data for at least 180 s. According to the 20 MHz sampling rate
and 2-bit quantization, a 7.2 Gbit buffer is needed, and the buffer capacity of the receiver
cannot meet the requirement at present. Fast authentication requires the data to be cached
for at least 3 s, requires a 120 Mbit cache, and requires low-orbit satellite/5 G network
assistance, which involves the co-processing of navigation and communication, which is
still under study.

5. Conclusions

The satellite navigation signal authentication technology will provide more credible
PNT services. Based on summarizing and reviewing the existing satellite navigation
signal authentication, this paper designs a service architecture for next-generation BDS
authentication and analyzes the corresponding technical challenges. The main conclusions
are as follows:

(1) Navigation signal authentication technology is a method used to improve the anti-
spoofing ability of the GNSS on the system-side, which can solve the generated
spoofing.

(2) In the future, authentication services will become the GNSS standard to improve the
credible service capabilities of the GNSS.

(3) For the construction of the next-generation BDS, this paper designs a Beidou authen-
tication service system integrating high, medium, and low constellations; standard
positioning and augmentation services; and navigation and communication. It in-
volves system security, key management, authentication mechanism, authentication
performance evaluation and terminal processing.

In summary, satellite navigation signal authentication is an emerging technology in
the current GNSS development stage, which can provide users with more credible PNT
services. During the gradual construction of the next-generation BDS in China, it is of
great significance to seriously consider the “ assured and credible” capabilities provided by
navigation signal authentication and its application prospects and to identify and overcome
corresponding key technologies.
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